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Abstract. We present numerical studies of soliton propagation in a classical Heisenberg chain
which contains a disordered binary-alloy segment having impurities of spin different from that
of the host with densityp. It is demonstrated that the reflected and the transmitted solitons
exhibit robust features. The transmission coefficient decreases with increasing soliton energy in
the range investigated, and displays a long-tail power-law length dependence with an exponent
close to−1. It is also shown that the impurity bonds, which connect neighbouring sites with
different spins, are the elementary scattering units which lead to wave interferences important
for the soliton propagation.

1. Introduction

During the last two decades there has been a great deal of interest in the problem of spin-
wave propagation in disordered Heisenberg spin chains [1–4]. Usually the spin waves are
considered within the one-magnon approximation which ignores the nonlinear terms in the
Hamiltonian. On the other hand the effect of nonlinearity in low-dimensional homogeneous
Heisenberg Hamiltonian systems has also been extensively investigated [5–10]. It was
revealed that nonlinear terms in the Hamiltonian may lead to stable soliton propagation.
For example, the one-dimensional classical Heisenberg system is completely integrable and
the soliton solutions can be explicitly obtained [7–10]. The interplay between disorder and
nonlinearity in these systems is an important subject and has drawn much attention in recent
years [11–14].

Since the solitons in a classical Heisenberg chain described in [10] have a well-defined
form, they may serve as a good starting point for the study of the effect of disorder. The
purpose of this paper is to consider how solitons propagate in a disordered segment with
impurity spins and to obtain the behaviour of the transmission coefficient as a function of the
soliton energy and the length of the segment. We have performed computer experiments on
the propagation of solitons in such a system and calculated the corresponding transmission
coefficient. We find that the reflected and the transmitted solitons exhibit robust features.
Moreover, the transmission coefficient decreases with increasing soliton energy in the range
investigated, and displays a long-tail power-law length dependence with an exponent close
to −1. The elementary units which are responsible for the soliton scattering are also pointed
out and the interference effects are analysed from the results obtained.
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Figure 1. See facing page for caption.
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(c)

Figure 1. (Continued.) (a) The propagation of a soliton with energyε = 1.5 and velocity 1.416
in a classical Heisenberg chain of spin 1 with an inserted disordered segment which contains
impurity sites of spins = 2 of concentrationp = 0.6. The length of the chain is 400; the
disordered segment hasL = 50 sites and is situated from the siten = 175 to the siten = 225.
(b) The propagation of a soliton in a chain with the same parameters as in (a) except for the
spin impurity density in the segment, which is nowp = 0.3. (c) The same as (a) but with the
spin impurity densityp = 0.9.

2. Model and formalism

A classical Heisenberg spin chain with nearest-neighbour exchange interactions can be
expressed by the Hamiltonian [10]

H = −
∑

n

ln(Gn,n+1) (1)

wheren labels the lattice sites and

Gn,n+1 = 1 + Jn,n+1sn · sn+1.

Heresn is a unit vector and the coupling strength is assumed to be

Jn,n+1 = 2µnµn+1

µ2
n + µ2

n+1

(2)

whereµn is a parameter describing the spin at siten. In this representation we have

Gn,n+1 = 1 + Jn,n+1[cos(θn) cos(θn+1) + cos(φn − φn+1) sin(θn) sin(θn+1)]
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with θn andφn the polar-coordinate angles of the spin orientation. The equations of motion
for the nth spin are

sin(θn)φ̇n = −∂H

∂θn

sin(θn)θ̇n = ∂H

∂φn

(3)

which can be explicitly expressed as

∂H

∂θn

= − Jn,n+1

Gn,n+1
[− sinθn cosθn+1 + cos(φn − φn+1) cosθn sinθn+1]

− Jn−1,n

Gn−1,n

[− cosθn−1 sinθn + cos(φn − φn−1) sinθn−1 cosθn] (4)

∂H

∂φn

= Jn,n+1

Gn,n+1
sin(φn − φn+1) sinθn sinθn+1 + Jn−1,n

Gn−1,n

sin(φn − φn−1) sinθn−1 sinθn. (5)

For a homogeneous system withµn = 1 for all n the above equations are completely
integrable, giving the soliton solution [10]

cosθn = 1 − 0

4n

(6)

φn = φ0 + σn + (cosσ coshε − 1)t

+ tan−1

[
tanh(ε/2)

tan(σ/2)
tanh(εn − (sinhε)(sinσ)t − x0)

]
(7)

where

0 ≡ sinh2 ε

coshε − cosσ

4n = cosh

[
ε

(
n + 1

2

)
− (sinhε)(sinσ)t − x0

]
× cosh

[
ε

(
n − 1

2

)
− (sinhε)(sinσ)t − x0

]
. (8)

The parametersε, φ0 andx0 are the energy, the initial azimuthal orientation and the position
of the soliton, respectively, while the velocity of the soliton is(sinσ)(sinhε)/ε.

Now we insert a disordered segment into a homogeneous chain with spinµ = 1. The
segment is a binary alloy consisting of impurity sites of spinµ = s 6= 1 with probabilityp

and host sites of spin 1 with probability 1− p. A kink soliton in the form of equations (6)
and (7) is incident on the disordered segment from the left-hand part of the homogeneous
chain and our purpose is to see how the soliton propagates through the disordered segment.
As the equations of motion are no longer integrable, we perform computer experiments to
solve them for various choices of the soliton energy, the impurity concentration and the
length of the segment.

3. Numerical results

We use the fourth-order Runge–Kutta method to solve the equations of motion for a system
involving 400 sites with periodic boundary conditions at the two ends of the chain. The
accuracy of the calculations is controlled by choosing the time step of the Runge–Kutta
procedure to be small enough that the relative error of the total energy from its exact value
was less than 0.001 in all of the cases examined. From the data obtained we can compute
the transmission coefficient of a soliton as a function of its energy and the segment length.
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In figure 1(a) we display a soliton propagating with energyε = 1.5 and velocityσ = 1.5
in a classical Heisenberg chain of spin 1, with a disordered segment of lengthL = 50 which
contains impurity sites of spins = 2 with concentrationp = 0.6. As is expected, before
the soliton peak encounters the segment it propagates steadily. Upon scattering by the
impurities the soliton is shown to decompose into three parts: the transmitted part, the
reflected part, and a ripple remaining in the segment. These parts persist in the kink form
and no anti-kink solitons appear. It should also be pointed out that this behaviour is clearly
different from the corresponding propagation of vibrational solitons in nonlinear chains in
the presence of impurities [11], where a kink soliton decomposes into kink and anti-kink
parts after scattering. Moreover, after a long time the peaks in the transmitted or in the
reflected parts tend to gather together, forming a single soliton moving in the homogeneous
chain, while the ripple slowly comes out of the disordered segment to join the reflected and
the transmitted parts.

The soliton propagation becomes slightly different when we change the concentration
of the impurities. In figures 1(b) and 1(c) we plot the propagation of the same soliton
in a chain with a disordered segment of the same length but with different impurity spin
concentrations (p = 0.3 andp = 0.9). The soliton again decomposes into three parts upon
scattering, but the detailed structures of the transmitted and reflected solitons as well as the
ripples now slightly change, indicating different effects of interference between the waves
scattered by the impurities.

From the equations of motion considered it can be easily seen that if the segment consists
of only one type of impurity spin (p = 1.0), if its length is larger than the corresponding
soliton scale, the soliton keeps its shape and its velocity, no matter how different the spins
are in the segment and the host. To illustrate this point, in figure 2 we plot the propagation
of a soliton in a chain with a homogeneous segment, i.e. with all the spins in it being the
same but different from the spin of the host. In this case it is seen that the soliton is scattered
only at the interfaces between two spins and remains unchanged within the segment. In
fact, in the equations of motion the spin values only appear in pairs of nearest-neighbour
sites. Since there exist a large number of such impurity bonds, the waves generated by
them are repeatedly reflected by each other, and due to this complicated process a ripple is
naturally created.

We have calculated the transmission coefficientT (ε), defined as the ratio of the
transmitted energy to the total energy, to obtain the dependences of the transmission on
the energy (T (ε)), and the length (T (L)) of the segment. In order to reveal the relevance
of the impurity bonds in the soliton scattering we calculate the energy dependence of the
transmission coefficient for a system containing only two impurity bonds (L = 1) and
compare the results with those for the case of a disordered segment of lengthL = 50 with
concentrationp = 0.6. The energy dependences of the transmission are plotted in figure 3
for the two cases. We can see thatT (ε) decreases when the energy of the incident soliton
increases, in analogy with previous results for the nonlinear disordered elastic chains [12].
We also notice that the amplitude of the transmitted soliton approaches zero at almost the
same value ofε for the single impurity bond and the full segment. This implies that in the
high-reflection limit the soliton is almost reflected at the first impurity bond encountered
and the rest of the bonds have no effect on its propagation. The data obtained can be
approximately fitted with the function

T (ε) = 1 − cεα (9)

with parametersc andα. In the case of a single impurity bond we obtainα ≈ 4.6, c ≈ 0.042,
with the total fitting variance12 ≈ 0.07, and in the case of the impurity segmentα ≈ 2.9,
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c ≈ 0.13, with a variance12 ≈ 0.02. It must be pointed out that the exponentα has
no specific physical meaning, since it must vary with the length, the spin value and the
concentration of the impurities.

Figure 2. Space-time evolution of a soliton through a homogeneous segment with spins = 2,
different from that of the host.

Figure 3 also shows that in the case of weak reflection the coefficient of transmission
through the disordered segment is smaller than that via a single impurity bond, because of
the multi-scattering process in the former case. If there were no interference effects in this
process, the transmission coefficientT (L) would display an exponential decay as a function
of the length of the disordered segmentL. We have calculated the length dependence of
T (L) for the propagation of a soliton with energyε = 1.625 through the segment with
impurity densityp = 0.6. The results plotted in figure 4 with log–log scales can also be
fitted to a power law

T (ε) = bLµ (10)

with µ ≈ −0.98, b ≈ 4.3, with a variance12 ≈ 0.003. Therefore, the transmission
coefficient does not decay exponentially but shows a long-tail behaviour characterized by
an exponent close to−1, which is due to the presence of strong interference effects. This
also implies that the waves scattered from different impurity bonds are strongly correlated,
a fact that has already been recognized in the soliton structures and the ripples in figures
1(a)–1(c). The corresponding exponentµ derived for the elastic chains using a linear wave
transmission approximation in [12] is−1/2 for a quartic potential and is−3/2 for a cubic
potential. The difference of ourµ from these values is attributed partly to the special form
of the potential in the model studied and partly to the strong interference effects. Earlier
investigations on the damping of solitons in a sine–Gordon chain also demonstrated the
interference effects on phase locking [13, 14].
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Figure 3. The relation between the transmission coefficient and the energy for a soliton
propagating through an impurity segment and through a single impurity bond. The curves
represent the fitting functions.

Figure 4. The transmission coefficientT versus the length of the disordered segmentL, which
consists of impurity spinss = 2 placed at random with probabilityp = 0.6. The soliton energy
is ε = 1.625.

4. Discussion

In summary, we have carried out numerical simulations on the propagation of solitons
through a disordered segment in a classical Heisenberg model, which is integrable and has
well-defined solutions without disorder. The reflected and transmitted solitons are found
to exhibit robust features, and in the range investigated the transmission coefficientT (ε)

decreases with the soliton energyε. The elementary units in the scattering process are found
to be the impurity bonds which each link two sites with different spins in the segment. The
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dependence of the transmission coefficient on the length of the disordered segment can
fitted to a power law (T (L) ∝ L−1) defining an exponent close to−1 which has a long-tail
behaviour indicating strong interference effects. We have also investigated the scattering of
a soliton from a single impurity bond where the behaviour obtained is quite different, but the
energy at which the transmission coefficient approaches to zero is almost the same as that
in the case of a large segment. Our results also indicate important differences between the
soliton propagation in random nonlinear spin systems and in elastic chains. It will be very
interesting to consider in the future the question of quantum localization in the presence of
non-linearity, a subject of current debate [15, 16].
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